
Friday 22nd April   

Lower Junior News! 
‘We believe in the power of YET! 

 
Hello everyone,  
 

Welcome back after the Easter break 

and we hope you had a brilliant time 

whatever you got up to! The children 

have worked extremely hard and have 

been busy producing some wonderful 

pieces of work. In English the children 

have started a new unit of persuasion. 

They have read various persuasive texts 

and then discussed what the audience 

and purpose of each text was. They also 

began looking at what persuasive 

techniques there are and practising 

using them selling different things. In 

maths the children have looked at 

subtracting 1 and 10 beyond a boundary. 

Next, they looked at mental 

compensation in addition and 

subtraction.    

 

Year 4 children have also been looking 

at persuasive techniques and features 

of persuasive writing. In maths the 

children have been converting untis of 

measure, looking into different types of 

angles and units of time.  
 

In Science the children started their 

topic on light and were exploring 

artificial and natural sources of light. 

They had to explain the uses for each 

light too. In RE children were looking at 

the values of Hindu families and what 

are the beliefs of the Hindu religion. In 

Spanish the children continued to look at colours and practise their pronunciation. In Geography the 

children started their new unit on Italy and explored atlas’ looking for the 7 continents and different 

countries within them.  

 

Tempest Photography – Thursday 28th April Tempest Photography will be in school to take our official 

class photograph. Can we ask that all children are in full uniform.  

 

Spanish Phrase of the week: Try to learn the days of the week. Here is a video to help you - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4fREj60Crk   

Home learning 

Year 3: Reading Comprehension and Times Tables 

Year 4: Angles and Expanded Noun Phrases 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4fREj60Crk


Friday 22nd April   

 

 

A huge well done to the stars of the week: 

 

Junior 1    Junior 2    Miss Williamson  

Evelyn Atkinson                                 Holly Hilton                                       India Smith 

Ava Fitzjohn                            Oliver Gilbody                                 Nathan Hallam 

                                                      

 

Mr Jennings , Mr Roberts & Miss Williamson  


